In lateral quantum dots, the combined effect of both Dresselhaus and Bychkov-Rashba spin orbit coupling is equivalent to an effective magnetic field ±Bso which has the opposite sign for sz = ±1/2 spin electrons. When the external magnetic field is perpendicular to the planar structure, the field Bso generates an additional splitting for electron states as compared to the spin splitting in the in-plane field orientation. The anisotropy of spin splitting has been measured and then analyzed in terms of spin-orbit coupling in several AlGaAs/GaAs quantum dots by means of resonant tunneling spectroscopy. From the measured values and sign of the anisotropy we are able to determine the dominating spin-orbit coupling mechanism.
A better understanding of the spin-orbit (SO) effects is crucial for the implementation of the coherent manipulation of the electron spin [1, 2] in quantum dots and wires. SO coupling in III-V semiconductor structures is usually composed of two interplaying contributions of different symmetries,
The first term is reminiscent of the Dresselhaus SO coupling in zink-blend bulk semiconductors [3, 4] (it reflects the inversion-asymmetry of GaAs). The second term in Eq. (1) is the interface-induced coupling of BychkovRashba type [5] . It is difficult to separate the effects of the two SO coupling mechanisms in quantum transport measurements and spin relaxation [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] , (except for optical experiments [12, 13] ), and even to determine which one is dominant. At the same time coherent spin manipulation as well as the spin-Hall effect [2, 14, 15] depend on the balance between the two mechanisms.
In this Letter, we show that the relative strength of the Dresselhaus and Bychkov-Rashba SO coupling mechanisms in a particular device can be determined from the anisotropy of the Zeeman spin splitting. Experimentally, we exploit the method of single-electron resonant tunneling spectroscopy [16] to observe the difference ∆ ⊥ − ∆ in spin splitting of single-electron resonances in a doublebarrier structure subjected to a magnetic field perpendicular (∆ ⊥ ) and parallel (∆ ) to the plane of the quantum well. We analyze this anisotropy within the framework of the theory of SO coupling in lateral quantum dots [8, 9] . It is shown below that the two mechanisms cause anisotropy of opposite signs, and that
where g is the quantum well electron Lande g-factor in the in-plane magnetic field.
The experiment was performed with two highly asymmetric double barrier resonant tunneling devices grown by molecular beam epitaxy on n+-type GaAs substrate. In both samples the undoped 10 nm wide GaAs quantum well is sandwiched between 5 and 8 nm thick Al 0.3 Ga 0.7 As tunneling barriers separated from the highly doped GaAs contacts (Si-doped with n S = 4 × 10 17 cm −3 ) by 7 nm thick undoped GaAs spacer layers. The samples were fabricated as pillars of 2 µm (sample A) and 40 µm diameter (sample B). DC measurements of the I-V characteristics were performed in two devices in a dilution refrigerator at 20 mK base temperature for two different orientations of magnetic field, see Fig. 1 (a). The studied GaAs quantum well embedded between two AlGaAs barriers can be viewed as a two-dimensional system with the edges and residual impurities confining the lateral electron motion and thus forming dots. Tunneling through the lowest state of the dot, at the energy E 0 and with lateral extent λ, produces the lowest resonance peak in the differential conductance, whereas its excited states are responsible for additional peaks in dI/dV, which all move in a magnetic field B z perpendicular to the quantum well, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The magnetic field dependence of energy levels can be illustrated using the model of parabolic confinement, V (r) = |n + n − , n ± = 0, 1, 2, . . . is described by
For a strongly bound state or at low fields, such that ω > ω c (also λ < λ B , where λ B = /eB z ), the first tunneling resonance experiences a diamagnetic shift E 00 ≈ E 0 + ω 2 c /8ω, which is quadratic in B z . For an electron localized near a smooth potential minimum, such that ω ≪ ω c at high fields, ω + ≈ ω c and ω − ≈ ω 2 /ω c ≪ ω c , the diamagnetic shift of several low-energy states in a dot follows approximately the energy of the lowest 2D Landau level,
In the structures studied, both weakly and strongly bound states have been seen. Fig. 2 (a) shows the differential conductance peak A1 found in sample A and attributed to a strongly bound state ( ω = 31.2 meV), presumably, formed by a growthinduced local potential minimum. Several differential conductance peaks B1-B4 and BX were observed in sample B, with a smaller energy separation. The magnetic field dependence of their positions shown in Fig. 3(a) complies with the magneto-spectrum in a parabolic potential with ω = 13.8 meV [17] . The data shown in Fig. 2 (b) and 3(b) , which have been taken on the same structures subjected to an in-plane magnetic field of comparable strength, do not display a diamagnetic shift and confirm the 2D nature of the dots.
In both magnetic field directions, all peaks in dI/dV resolve into two at high enough field values, manifesting the spin splitting of each dot state. Spin splittings extracted from the set of data shown in Figs. 2 and 3 are gathered in Fig. 4: (a) shows the data for sample A, whereas (b) shows the field dependence of splittings The observed values of spin splitting anisotropy are much larger and have the opposite sign to what might be expected from the kinetic energy dependence, g = −0.44 + E · dg/dE of the electron g-factor across the conduction band in GaAs. Using dg/dE ∼ +2 eV −1 [18] , we estimate that the diamagnetic shift (which increases the electron kinetic energy in a perpendicular magnetic field) would further reduce the value of g at higher fields by ( ω c /2)·(dg/dE). The latter is less than the observed anisotropy in the peak B1. One may also notice that the anisotropy of spin splitting of the excited dot states B2-B4 shown in the inset to Fig. 4 is the same as of B1, despite a larger kinetic energy of an electron in them.
Below we show that the observed spin splitting anisotropy can be attributed to the effect of SO coupling in the lateral electron motion in a narrow quantum well, and that its values observed in various dot states in both samples A and B can be traced down to the same SO coupling characteristics, namely, the effective SO-induced magnetic field B so = ( m 2 )/(2e)(̺ to study the effective 2D Hamiltonian in the form
where A = e 2 B z [r ×ê z ], l = B/B, σ = (σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 ) is the vector of Pauli matrices, and ǫ Z = |gµ B B| is the Zeeman energy (in a 10nm wide GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well, g < 0 according to Snelling et al [18] , and in the above expressions we have already taken into account the negative sign of the electron charge, so that e > 0). The parameters ̺ D and ̺ BR of the SO coupling defined in Eq. To analyze the case of a weak SO coupling for electrons bound in a small-size quantum dot, λ 1,2 ≫ λ, we follow Refs. [8, 9] and perform a non-uniform unitary transformation to the electron wave function, ψ(r) = U (r)ψ(r) and the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4),
This transformation rotates locally the spin space by the
As a result the coordinate frame for the electron spin set in the center of the dot, x 1,2 = 0 gets adjusted to the local orientation determined by the SO-induced spin precession upon its displacement along the radius vector r. The enrgy spectrum can be found from the transformed Hamiltoniañ
The transformation U (r) aims to gauge out [8, 9, 19, 20] spin-orbit coupling, which appears in Eq. (4) in the form of uniform spin-dependent vector potential in Eq. (5). The latter goal cannot be achieved in full, since Pauli matrices do not commute with each other. However, for a weak SO coupling [λ 1,2 ≫ λ] and small rotation angles R ≪ 1, the residualã , [9] 
is dominated [21, 22] by the 'vector potential' of an effective magnetic field which has the opposite sign for spin "up" and "down" electrons in the quantum dot, [8, 9] B eff = B z − σ 3 B so .
It is this difference in the effective magnetic field seen by an electron in the adjusted spin frame that causes the spin splitting anisotropy. For the in-plane magnetic field orientation (B z = 0), the effective field B eff = ±B so produces the same negligibly small 'diamagnetic' shift ∼ B 2 so in the orbital motion energy of both spin components. Accordingly it does not alter the value of the quantum well Zeeman splitting, ∆ = ǫ Z . For the perpendicular magnetic field orientation (B = Bê z ), the difference in B eff = B z ± B so generates the difference in the effective diamagnetic shift for two spin states and, therefore, an additional energy splitting. It results in the anisotropy of spin splitting in the lowest quantum dot state
Eq. (8) is valid in both low and high magnetic field regimes. Its low-field asymptotic
for ω c < ω also describes the situation of a strongly bound electron, such as the resonance level A1. In the latter case, it is linear in the external field and looks like the anisotropy of the Lande factor. The high-field asymptotic of the result in Eq. (8), simultaneously describes the anisotropy of the spin splitting of the few lowest quantum dot states E 0n− . For all of them, the anisotropy energy transforms into an offset with the sign dependent on the sign of (7) and on the sign of the electron g-factor. Finally, we apply Eqs. (8) (9) (10) to analyze the peak splitting data shown in Fig. 4 . Since in a 10nm-wide GaAs quantum well the bare value of g-factor is negative [18] , larger values of spin splitting in a perpendicular field mean that B so ∝ (̺ 2 BR − ̺ 2 D ) > 0, pointing at the dominance of the Bychkov-Rashba term in the SO coupling, presumably, due to the electron penetrating into the AlGaAs barrier which is enhanced in a narrow quantum well.
The fit to the experimentally observed anisotropy produces the values of the parameter (e /m) · B so which are shown in Table and can be used to determine the effective field B so in each sample. For sample B, the two extracted values of B so = 25 ± 6 mT for B1 and 25 ± 8 mT for B2-B4 were obtained using Eq. (10) and agree to each other. The strongly confined state observed in sample A [peak A1, Fig. 4(a) ] was analyzed using the result in Eq. (9) , and as a result we extracted B so = 19 ± 1 mT. The sign of SO coupling characteristics in B so ∝ (̺ 2 BR − ̺ 2 D ) suggests that in a narrow quantum well Bychkov-Rashba coupling is dominant -in contrast to wide quantum wells investigated in Raman scattering [12] . The extracted SO coupling is also stronger than that estimated from the bulk Dresselhaus term, 2γ −4 ijk ǫ ijk p 2 i p j s j , (where ǫ ijk is anti-symmetric tensor) using γ = (26 ± 5) eVÅ 3 collected from references [7, 12] . For the quantum well width w = 10nm, the Dresselhaus mechanism alone would generate B so which reduces the Zeeman splitting and is of much smaller absolute value, 2 m/2̺ 
